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Abstract
Diagnosing performance problems in large distributed
systems can be daunting as the copious volume of monitoring information available can obscure the root-cause
of the problem. Automated diagnosis tools help narrow
down the possible root-causes—however, these tools are
not perfect thereby motivating the need for visualization
tools that allow users to explore their data and gain insight on the root-cause. In this paper we describe Theia,
a visualization tool that analyzes application-level logs in
a Hadoop cluster, and generates visual signatures of each
job’s performance. These visual signatures provide compact representations of task durations, task status, and
data consumption by jobs. We demonstrate the utility
of Theia on real incidents experienced by users on a production Hadoop cluster.
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Introduction

Hadoop [29] is an open-source implementation of
Google’s MapReduce [9] framework. As of 2012, a typical Hadoop deployment consisted of tens to thousands of
nodes [30, 31]. Manual diagnosis of performance problems in a Hadoop cluster requires users to comb through
the logs on each node—a daunting task, even on clusters consisting of tens of nodes. Fortunately, there has
been significant research on automated diagnosis in distributed systems; ranging from techniques that generate
and analyze end-to-end causal traces [14, 25], to alarmcorrelation techniques [13, 20, 16].
In recent years, there has also been an increased interest in developing diagnosis techniques that understand
the application-specific semantics of MapReduce jobs,
thereby providing users with insight into the behavior of
their jobs [8, 28, 2]. However, the use of automated diagnosis techniques in isolation is not always sufficient to
localize problems at the level of granularity desired by
users. Visualization tools help bridge this gap by pro-

viding interactive interfaces that allow users to explore
their data, and formulate their own hypothesis about the
root-cause of problems. A number of visualization tools
focus on visualizing time-series data [17, 18], request
flows [26, 10], and the outputs of automated diagnosis
algorithms [15].
Our tool, Theia1 , leverages application-specific semantics about the structure of the MapReduce programming model to generate high-density, interactive visualizations of job performance that scale to support current industry deployments. A recent study of users at
a production Hadoop cluster [5] highlighted users’ need
to differentiate application-level problems (e.g., software
bugs, workload imbalances) from infrastructural problems (e.g., contention problems, hardware problems).
In Theia, we have developed visual signatures that allow users to easily spot performance problems due to
application-level and infrastructural issues.
We developed three different visualizations: one at
the cluster-level that represents the performance of jobs
across nodes over time, and two others at the job-level
that summarize task performance across nodes in terms
of task duration, task status and volume of data processed. We evaluated these visualizations using real
problems experienced by Hadoop users at a production
cluster over a one-month period. Our visualizations correctly identified 192 out of 204 problems that we observed during that time period.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the Hadoop production cluster, and the
challenges of diagnosing problems at scale. Section 3
describes the design and implementation of our visualization tool, Theia. Section 4 describes our visualizations
using case studies drawn from real problems experienced
by Hadoop users in the cluster. Finally, Section 5 and 6
present related work and conclusions.
1 Named

after the Greek goddess of light.

Figure 2: Screenshot of disk throughput where each line
represents a node’s throughput during a one hour period.

Figure 1: Screenshot from Ganglia where each chart represents load on a node during a one hour period.

hdfs://node1:9000/hadoophome/mapred/system/job_0001/job.xml
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Hadoop cluster, Users, and Challenges

Hadoop production cluster. We analyzed the jobs and
problems experienced by Hadoop users at the OpenCloud cluster for data-intensive research. The OpenCloud cluster currently has 64 worker nodes, each with
8 cores, 16 GB DRAM, 4 1TB disks and 10GbE connectivity between nodes [22].
Each Hadoop job consists of a group of Map and Reduce tasks performing some data-intensive computation.
Hadoop automates job scheduling and allows multiple
users to share the cluster. The master node in a Hadoop
cluster typically runs two daemons: 1) the JobTracker
that schedules and manages all of the tasks belonging to
a running job; and 2) the NameNode that manages the
Hadoop Distributed Filesystem (HDFS) namespace by
providing a filename-to-block mapping, and regulating
access to files by clients. Each slave node runs two daemons: 1) the TaskTracker that launches and tracks the
progress of tasks on its local node; and 2) the DataNode
that serves data blocks to HDFS clients.
We analyzed one-month’s worth of logs generated by
Hadoop’s JobTracker on the OpenCloud cluster. These
logs store information about the Map and Reduce tasks
executed by each job. This information comprises of start
times, durations, status, volume of data read and written,
and user-generated performance counters for each task.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the Hadoop web interface showing progress of Map and Reduce tasks in a single job.
ing list, or by escalating the problem to the system administrators. The users are primarily interested in distinguishing between two diagnostic scenarios [5]: 1)
application-level problems (e.g., software bugs, workload imbalances) which they can fix on their own, and
2) infrastructural problems (e.g., contention problems,
hardware problems) which they should escalate to the
system administrators.
Visualization challenges. Analyzing logs from
Hadoop clusters can be a daunting task due to the large
amounts of information available [23, 27]. For example,
in the OpenCloud cluster, we have observed jobs with
over 120,000 tasks running on over 60 nodes. This
information overload would be compounded in larger
clusters supporting thousands of nodes. Widely-used
tools such as Ganglia [17] and Nagios [19] which
allow users to monitor the performance of nodes on
their clusters, do not fully capture the semantics of
MapReduce applications—which are important when
trying to diagnose application-level problems.
In addition, the time-series representation of nodelevel performance generated by these tools is not scalable. The problem of visualizing information from a
large number of nodes is exemplified in Figure 1 which
displays Ganglia’s visualization of load across multiple

Users. The users of the cluster are researchers familiar
with configuring Hadoop, writing and running MapReduce jobs, and analyzing the output generated by their
jobs. These users run a diverse set of data-intensive
workloads such as large-scale graph mining, text and
web mining, natural language processing, machine translation problems, and data-intensive file system applications. The Hadoop users try to diagnose problems either
on their own, by soliciting help from the cluster mail2

Table 1: Heuristics for developing visual signatures of problems experienced in a Hadoop cluster.
Dimension
Time
Space
Value

Application problem
Single user or job over time
Span multiple nodes

Visual Signatures
Workload imbalance
Single user or job over time
Span multiple nodes

Performance degradations and task
exceptions

Performance degradation and data
skews

nodes on single screen. If the number of nodes is large,
users will have a difficult time correlating the load across
nodes. An attempt to ease correlation across nodes by
displaying every node’s time-series data in a single chart
also leads to information overload, as shown in Figure 2
which displays disk throughput across multiple nodes.
Hadoop provides a web interface that allows users to
browse application logs and monitor the progress of the
Map and Reduce tasks that constitute their jobs. Hadoop
also provides a separate interface where users can monitor the status of the distributed filesystem. However,
these interface can become bloated for clusters with large
numbers of jobs and tasks since users have to scroll
through long lists of tasks, and click through multiple
screens to troubleshoot a problem. The information displayed by the web interface, as shown in Figure 3, is a
snapshot of the current state of a job—making it difficult
to discern historical trends in performance.
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Infrastructural problem
Multiple users and jobs over time
Typically affect single node, but
correlated failures also occur
Performance degradations and task
exceptions

guish between application-level problems, workload imbalances between tasks from the same job, and infrastructural problems.
We developed the visualizations iteratively by manually identifying jobs which we knew had failed, and consulting with the system administrators to learn what incidents had occurred in the cluster. Next, we developed
the visualizations using a subset of these incidents, and
iterated through different designs to select the visualizations that best displayed the problem. We then manually verified that the visualizations matched up with the
heuristics for distinguishing between different problems.
These heuristics are explained below:
1. Time dimension. Different problems manifest in
different ways over time. For example, applicationlevel problems and workload imbalances are specific to an application; therefore, the manifestation
of a problem is restricted to a single user or job over
time. On the other hand, infrastructural problems,
such as hardware failures, affect multiple users and
jobs running on the affected nodes over time.

Theia: Visual Signatures for MapReduce

We developed Theia—a visualization tool that characterizes the (mis-)behavior of large MapReduce clusters as
a series of visual signatures, and facilitates troubleshooting of performance problems on the cluster. We targeted
performance problems due to hardware failures or data
skews, and failed jobs due to software bugs. Our current implementation does not address performance problems due to misconfigurations. The key requirements for
Theia were: 1) an interactive interface that supports data
exploration thereby enabling users to formulate a hypothesis on the root-cause of problems; and 2) compact representations that can support MapReduce clusters consisting of up to thousands of nodes.
We implemented Theia using a Perl script that gathered data about job execution from the job-history logs
generated by Hadoop’s JobTracker. We stored this information in a relational database, and generated visualizations in the web browser using the D3 framework [4].
We developed visual signatures that allow users to spot
of patterns (or signatures) of misbehavior in job execution by identifying visual patterns across the time, space,
and value domain. Table 1 summarizes the heuristics
that we used to develop visual signatures that distin-

2. Space dimension. The space dimension captures
the manifestation of the problem across multiple
nodes. Application-level problems and workload
imbalances associated with a single job manifest
across multiple nodes running the buggy or misconfigured code. Infrastructural problems are typically limited to a single node in the cluster. However, a study of a globally distributed storage system [11] shows that correlated failures are not rare,
and were responsible for approximately 37% of failures. Therefore, infrastructural problems can also
span multiple nodes.
3. Value dimension. We quantify anomalies in the
value domain by capturing the extent of performance degradation, data skew, and task exceptions
experienced by a single job. Application-level and
infrastructural problems manifest as either performance degradations or task exceptions. Workload imbalances in Hadoop clusters can stem from
skewed data distributions that lead to performance
degradations.
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3.1

Quantifying Anomalies

Table 2: Metrics utilized by the visualizations.
Metric
Type
Duration
Scalar/Anomaly
Information volume Scalar/Anomaly
Successful tasks
Count
Killed tasks
Count
Failed tasks
Count
Data skew
Percentage
Job name & job id
Text
Date & time
Text

To generate the visual signatures of problems, we quantify the anomalies experienced during job execution using a small number of metrics. We visualize Map and
Reduce tasks separately because these tasks have very
different semantics. We detect anomalies by first assuming that under fault-free conditions, the workload in a
Hadoop cluster is relatively well-balanced across nodes
executing the same job—therefore, these nodes are peers
and should exhibit similar behavior [21]. Next, we identify nodes whose task executions differ markedly from
their peers and flag them as anomalous. Aggregating task
behavior on a per-node basis allows us to build compact
signatures of job behavior because the number of nodes
in the cluster can be several orders of magnitudes smaller
than the maximum number of tasks in a job. We flag
anomalous nodes based on the following metrics:

3.2

Visualizing Anomalies

To generate visualizations that are meaningful in clusters
with hundreds or thousands of nodes, we take advantage
of the human brain’s deduction and perception capabilities [12]. Human perception is determined by two kinds
of processes: bottom-up, driven by the visual information in the pattern of light falling on the retina, and topdown, driven by the demands of attention, which in turn
are determined by the needs of the tasks. [33]. In our
case, the top-down task is to find those nodes, tasks, or
jobs that are exhibiting anomalous behavior. We have
generated three visualizations that represent different aspects of a job’s execution at varying levels of granularity.
All of the visualizations in our system are designed
with the following guidelines: 1) they display jobs and
nodes in an order that preserves contextual information,
e.g., sorting nodes by the amount of data they process;
2) they clearly distinguish between attributes that have
different semantics, e.g., distinguishing between Map or
Reduce tasks, and failed and killed tasks; and 3) they preserve the structure of the information across the different
visualizations. We use a square as the unit of representation for the different metrics of the tasks executing on a
node. Table 2 shows the different metrics represented in
our visualizations.
We also made the following design decisions: 1)
present as much information as is understandable in a
single viewport by using color and size to signal the relevant information—this allows the brain’s visual query
mechanism to process large chunks of information; 2)
postpone the display of non-relevant attributes and take
advantage of the interactive nature of web-browsers—all
of our visualizations provide access to additional information by using the mouseover gesture, and allowing
users to drill-down to a more detailed view of the data
by clicking on the relevant interface elements.

1. Task duration. Task duration refers to the span of
a task execution for a given job on a single node.
Performance degradations are detected by identifying nodes whose task durations significantly exceed
those of its peers.
2. Data volumes. The volume of data processed is the
total number of bytes read or written from the local filesystem, and the Hadoop Distributed Filesystem (HDFS). We flag anomalies when nodes process significantly more data than their peers (indicating a workload imbalance) or significantly less
data (possibly indicating performance problem at
the node).
3. Failure ratios The failure ratio is computed by aggregating tasks on a per-node basis, and calculating the ratio of failed to successful tasks. In our visualizations, we distinguish failed tasks from killed
tasks which arise when speculatively-executed tasks
are terminated by the task scheduler.
To compute the anomaly score we assume that metrics
follow a normal distribution and use the z-score, a dimensionless quantity that indicates how much each value
deviates from the mean in term of standard deviations,
and is computed using the following formula: z = x−µ
σ ,
where µ is the mean of the values, and σ is the corresponding standard deviation.
For the cluster-level visualization, we estimate the
severity of problems by using a single anomaly
score that flags nodes as anomalous if the geometric mean of the absolute value of the z-scores is
high, i.e., AnomalyScore = (|zTaskDuration |∗|zDataVolume |∗
|zFailureRatio |)(1/3) .

3.3

Scalability

A Hadoop cluster might be composed of hundreds or
thousands of nodes—leading to challenges in problem
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Performance degradation due to failing disk

Job ID (sorted by start time)

Job ID (sorted by start time)

Figure 4: Visual signature of an infrastructural problem
shows succession of anomalous jobs (darker color) due
to a failing disk controller on a node.

Figure 5: Visual signature of an application-level problem. In this case, the problem was caused by a single user
submitting a resource-intensive job to the cluster repeatedly causing degraded performance on multiple nodes
which were eventually blacklisted.

diagnosis brought about by the scale of the system. Research on human perception has shown that the brain
can manage to distinguish features at a very high resolution, e.g., differentiating up to 250 features per linear
inch [32]. The following formula can be used to calculate
the data density of a visualization:

Data density =

4.1

A heatmap is a high-density representation of a matrix,
that we use to provide users with a high-level overview of
jobs execution at the cluster-level. This visualization is
formulated over a grid that shows nodes on the rows and
jobs on the columns, as shown in Figure 4. The darkness of an intersection on the grid indicates a higher degree of anomaly on that node for that job. By using this
visualization, anomalies due to application-level and infrastructural problems can be easily spotted as bursts of
color that contrast with non-faulty nodes and jobs in the
background.
Figure 4 displays the visual signature of an infrastructural problem identified by a succession of anomalous jobs (darker color) due to a failing disk controller
on a node. Figure 5 illustrates the visual signature of
an application-level problem caused by a single user repeatedly submitting a resource-intensive job to the cluster. The resource contention led to degraded performance
across multiple nodes which were eventually blacklisted.
It is easy to identify when a node has gone offline or has
been blacklisted by spotting a sudden sequence of horizontal white-space; vertical white-space indicates periods of time when the cluster was idle.
The data density of the anomaly heatmap is around
2,900 features per square inch on a 109 ppi 2 display,
using 2x2 pixels per job/node. This gives us a capacity to
show approximately 54 × 54 ≈ 2900 features per square
inch 3 ; which is equivalent to fit 1200 jobs x 700 nodes
on a 2700 display.

Number of data entries or features
Area of data display

For scalability, we leveraged high-resolution data
graphics to display the relevant information of each node
in the cluster. Our heatmap visualization is capable
of representing between 1,500 and 2,900 features per
square inch, depending on the resolution of the display;
this contrasts with the approximately 10 features per
square inch shown in a typical publication [32].
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Anomaly Heatmap

Visualizations and Case Studies

We developed three different visualizations that facilitate problem diagnosis. We describe their design considerations, and use cases in this section. The first visualization is the anomaly heatmap which summarizes
job behavior at the cluster-level; the other two visualizations are at the job-level. The first job-level visualization,
referred to as the job-execution stream, allows users to
scroll through jobs sequentially thus preserving the time
context. The second job-level visualization, referred to
as the job-execution detail, provides a more detailed view
of task execution over time on each node in terms of task
duration and amount of data processed.

2 ppi:

pixels per inch

3 (109*109ppi)/(2*2pixels)

5

= 2970.25 features per square inch

job_9438 / HALFCAM5_kmeans_iteration_0 -- SUCCESS
21:54:47 / 0h 5m 44s / Oct -10
M

Maps

R

Reduces

Darker colored squares
indicate anomalous
task durations

Red borders indicate
failed tasks (darker
borders signal higher
failure rates)

Yellow borders indicate
speculative tasks were killed

Figure 6: The job execution stream visualization compactly displays information about a job’s execution. The header
lists the job ID, name, status, time, duration and date. The visualization also highlights anomalies in task duration by
using darker colors, and task status by using yellow borders for killed tasks and red borders for failed tasks. The nodes
are sorted by decreasing amount of I/O processed.
job_8977 / node_lookup_hadoop -- FAILED

job_9369
PerceptronTrainer:cat:1.0_040
-- SUCCESS
job_9146 //DocPerLineSentenceExtractor
-- SUCCESS

Figure 7: Visual signature of bugs in the Map phase.
Failures spread across all Map nodes (solid red border)
typically signals a bug in the Map phase.

Figure 9: Visual signature of data skew. A node with
anomalous task durations (darker color) and high volume
of I/O (first nodes in the list) can signal data skew.

job_9035 / depParseFeatExtract -- FAILED

job_9371 / edu.cmu.ml.rtw.mapred.micro -- SUCCESS

job_9370 / edu.cmu.ml.rtw.mapred.micro -- SUCCESS

job_9372 / LabelCounter -- SUCCESS

Figure 8: Visual signature of bugs in the Reduce phase.
Failures spread across all Reduce nodes (solid red border) typically signals a bug in the Reduce phase.

4.2

Job Execution Stream
Figure 10: Visual signature of infrastructural problem.
A node with failures (red border) spread across multiple
jobs can signal problems with that node.

The job execution stream, shown in Figure 6, provides a
more detailed view of jobs while preserving information
about the context by showing a scrollable stream of jobs
sorted by start time. In addition to displaying general information about the job (job ID, job name, start date and
time, job duration) in the header, this visualization has a
more complex grammar that allows the representation of
an extended set of signatures.
Since the application-semantics of Map and Reduce
tasks are very different, we divided nodes into two sets:
the Map set and the Reduce set. Each of these sets represent nodes that executed Map or Reduce tasks for a
given job sorted by decreasing I/O. The intuition behind
the sort order is that nodes that process significantly less

data than their peers might be experiencing performance
problems. We enhanced the representation of each node
with a colored border that varies in intensity depending
the ratio of failed tasks to successful tasks, or the ratio of
killed tasks to successful tasks; killed tasks arise when
the task scheduler terminates speculative tasks that are
still running after the fastest copy of the task completed.
Killed tasks are represented using a yellow border, which
is overloaded by a red border if there are any failed tasks.
The job execution stream visualization allows us to
6

job_9036 / depParseFeatExtract -- SUCCESS
09:06:48 / 0h 1m 32s / Oct -10

Maps

Reduces

Status (Killed task ratio due to speculative execution)
Anomaly

I/O %
Time

Figure 11: The job execution detail visualization highlights both the progress of tasks over time, and the volume of
data processed. Each node is divided on five stripes that represent the degree of anomalies in tasks executing during
the corresponding time slot; the size of the square represents the proportion of I/O processed by that node.

job_9146 /
DocPerLineSentenceExtractor -- SUCCESS
20:25:39 / 0h 17m 36s / Oct -07

job_9370 /
edu.cmu.ml.rtw.mapred.micro -- SUCCESS
10:49:45 / 0h 5m 18s / Oct -09

Maps

Maps

Imbalanced workload due to data skew

Task failures due to bad disk

Figure 12: Visual signature of data skew. A single
node with high duration anomaly (darker color) and high
amount of I/O (first nodes in the list, large square size)
can signal data skew.

Figure 13: Visual signature of an infrastructural problem. A single node with high task durations (darker
color) or failed tasks (red border), and a low volume of
I/O (small square size) can indicate a hardware failure.

generate signatures for the following scenarios:

4.3

1. Application-level problems. Bugs in either the Map
or Reduce phase manifest as a large number of
failed tasks across all nodes in either the Map or
Reduce set (see Figures 7 and 8).

Job Execution Detail

The job execution detail visualization provides a more
detailed view of task execution and is less compact than
the job execution stream. The job execution detail visually highlights both the progress of tasks over time,
and the volume of data processed as shown in Figure 11.
Nodes are still represented as two sets of squares for Map
and Reduce tasks; however, given that there is additional
space available since we are only visualizing one job at a
time, we use the available area on each of the squares to
represent two additional variables: 1) anomalies in task
durations over time by dividing the area of each node
into five vertical stripes, each corresponding to a fifth of

2. Workload imbalance or data skew. A data skew can
be identified by spotting nodes with anomalous task
durations on the first positions of the node list. For
example, see the dark left-most node in Figure 9.
3. Infrastructural problems. Infrastructural problems
can be detected if a node recurrently fails across
multiple jobs, as shown in Figure 10.
7

Table 3: Problems diagnosed by cluster-level and job-level visualizations in Theia. The infrastructural problems
consisted of 42 disk controller failures, 2 full hard drives, and 1 network interface controller (NIC) failure. The
infrastructural problems diagnosed by the job execution stream were a subset of those identified by the heatmap.
Type
Total problems Diagnosed by heatmap Diagnosed by job execution stream
Application-level problem
157
0
157
Data-skew
2
2
2
Infrastructural problem
45
33
10
job_9627 /
RandomShuffle -- KILLED
06:28:29 / 0h 20m 57s / Oct -09
Maps

the total time spent executing tasks on that node—darker
colors indicate the severity of the anomaly while white
stripes represent slots of time where no information was
processed; 2) percentage of total I/O processed by that
node, i.e., reads and writes to both the local filesystem
and the Hadoop distributed filesystem (HDFS)—larger
squares indicate higher volumes of data.
Figure 12 shows the visual signature of a data skew
where a subset of nodes with anomalous task durations
(darker color) and high amounts of I/O (first nodes in
the list, large square size) indicate data skew. In this visualization, the data skew is more obvious to the user
when compared to the same problem visualized using the
job execution stream in Figure 9. Infrastructural problems as shown in Figure 13 can be identified as a single node with high task durations (darker color) or failed
tasks (red border), coupled with a low volume of I/O
(small square size) which might indicate a performance
degradation. The data density of this visualization, using 24x24 squares and 7 features per square (5 time slots
+ I/O percentage + status ratio) on a 109 ppi screen, is
about 112 numbers per square inch—this allows us to
display up to 4800 nodes on a 2700 display (2400 nodes
for Maps + 2400 nodes for Reduces).

Node: nodeX
Successful Tasks: 6
Failed Tasks: 6
Failure Ratio: 0.5
Total I/0: 490 MB
Total Time: 0h 23m 28s

Figure 14: Interactive User Interface. This job execution detail visualization shows degraded job performance
due to a NIC failure at a node. Hovering over the node
provides the user with additional information about the
behavior of tasks executed on that node.

4.5
4.4

Summary of Results

We generated our visualizations using one month’s worth
of logs generated by Hadoop’s JobTracker on the OpenCloud cluster. During this period, 1,373 jobs where submitted, comprising of a total of approximately 1.85 million tasks. From these 1,373 jobs, we manually identified
157 failures due to application-level problems, and 2 incidents of data skew. We also identified infrastructural
problems by analyzing a report of events generated by
the Nagios tool installed on the cluster. During the evaluation period, Nagios reported 68 messages, that were
associated with 45 different incidents namely: 42 disk
controller failures, 2 full hard drives, and 1 network interface controller (NIC) failure.
We evaluated the performance of Theia by manually
verifying that the visualizations generated matched up
with the heuristics for distinguishing between different
problems described in Table 1. Table 3 shows that we
successfully identified all the application-level problems
and data skews using the job execution stream (similar

Interactive User Interface

Theia is implemented as an interactive web interface supporting a top-down data exploration strategy that allows
users to form, and confirm their hypotheses on the rootcause of the problems. Users can navigate from the
cluster-level visualization to the job-level visualizations
by clicking on the relevant interface elements. Theia
takes 1–2 seconds to change between views. All of our
visualizations provide access to additional information
by using the mouseover gesture. Figure 14 uses the job
execution detail visualization to show how the performance of a job was degraded by a failed NIC (Network
Interface Controller) at a node highlighted using a dark
blue square. By hovering over the failed node, a user can
obtain additional information about the behavior of tasks
executed on that node. For example, a user can observe
that 50% of the tasks executed on this node failed.
8
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results are obtained using the job execution detail). In
addition, the anomaly heatmap was able to identify 33 of
the 45 infrastructural problems (the problems identified
by the job execution stream are a subset of those identified by the heatmap). We were unable to detect 4 of
the infrastructural problems because the nodes had been
blacklisted. We hypothesize that the heatmap was unable to detect the remaining 8 infrastructural problems
because they occurred when the cluster was idle.

5

Conclusion

Theia is a visualization tool that exploits applicationspecific semantics about the structure of MapReduce
jobs to generate high-density, interactive visualizations
of job performance that scale to support current industry deployments. Theia uses heuristics to identify visual
signatures of problems that allow users to distinguish
application-level problems (e.g., software bugs, workload imbalances) from infrastructural problems (e.g.,
contention problems, hardware problems). We have evaluated our visualizations using real problems experienced
by Hadoop users at a production cluster over a onemonth period. Our visualizations correctly identified 192
out of 204 problems that we observed.
In the future, we plan to integrate these visualizations
as part of the standard stack of tools for Hadoop diagnosis. Detecting anomalies in heterogeneous clusters is an
open issue as our assumption of peer-similarity might not
hold in these systems. Other enhancements to the visual
interfaces that we are considering are: 1) to display nodes
hosted in the same rack together to increase our ability to
spot failures at the rack-level; 2) to generate high-density
per-task views and to incorporate resource-usage information such as CPU and memory usage; and 3) to develop algorithms that automatically classify applicationlevel and infrastructural problems using the heuristics described in this paper.

Related Work

The visualizations we generated are based on previous research on visual log-based performance debugging [27]. This paper presents a Host-State decomposition visualization from which we borrowed elements
to build our Job-Node heatmap visualization. Bodik et
al. [3] present a combined approach to failure localization using anomaly detection and visualization that leverages heatmaps. Theia also uses heatmaps to visualize
anomalies, but we also present heuristics that allow users
to distinguish between different types of problems.
HiTune [8], X-trace [10], and Dapper [26] are techniques for tracing causal request paths in distributed systems, but they also offer support for visualizing requests
whose causal structure or duration are anomalous. While
Theia does not currently support the visualization of the
causal structure of Hadoop jobs, our visualizations provide a compact representation of multiple aspects of job
behavior such as task duration, task status, and data volume within a single viewport.
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Artemis [7] provides a pluggable framework for distributed log collection, data analysis, and visualization.
LiveRAC [18] is tool for browsing and correlating timeseries data in large-scale systems. Otus [24] collects and
correlates performance metrics from distributed components and provides views of the data as a time-series.
Both LiveRAC and Otus support visualization of generic
time-series data. Artemis supports visualization plugins that display domain-specific histograms and timeseries data. Theia, on the other hand, incoporates semantic information about job execution—allowing us to distinguish application-level problems from infrastructural
problems.
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